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Abstract 

In this paper, we formalize an integral sofnvare 
process model which is applied to the construction of 
conventional systems (CS) and knowledge-based systems 
(KBS), centered in the capacities. The Capacities 
Centered Integral Software Process Model (CCISPM) is 
formalized through an object oriented approach. Aiming 
to automate the CCISPM, the formalization of the process 
dynamic aspects is begun. In this context, it is presented 
the dynamic modeling of the activities of the Project 
Initiation, Planning and Estimation Process. The formal 
model obtained, which represents the three Ps: processes, 
products and people, favours the direct understanding 
and communication of the process users (engineers, 
managers or developers) in relation to the model 
considered aspects. 

1. Introduction 

The prescription of the software construction process 
is a subject which has been studied in software engineer- 
ing (SE) since the 80’s. In 1991, the IEEE published a 
qualitative, informal and prescriptive model [16]. Since 
then many other proposals have emerged [20], [lo], [ 191, 
[6], [ l l] ,  [18], [ 171, [23], [9] trying to formalize and 
automate the construction process. Following the interna- 
tional trend which tries to integrate and bring closer the 
SE and Knowledge Engineering (KE), in 1996 the re- 
search group of UNSE-U”, Argentina, has developed 
an Integral Sohare  Process Model (ISPM) which is ap- 
plied in the SE and KFi [2], validated and refined in 1999 
[4] [5]. The originality of this model is especially for the 
KE, where there isn’t a defined software process. Al- 

though this proposal might be known to SE, there are 
radical differences with the existing models: more im- 
portance is given to the first stages of development adding 
new activities to these stages. 

These models have centered their representations in 
three characteristics of the process: the activity, the 
product and the agent (human and computarized) [22], but 
it is empirically shown [7], [24], [15], [26], [14], [8], [25], 
the great influence of other characteristics in the 
production process: human roles and organization. In 
general, the first characteristic is partly dealt in the 
existing software process models [ 113. While the second 
is considered as an independent characteristic of those 
applied for the software process modelling [3], [23] or is 
ignored [l l] ,  since the organization belongs to the 
software process environment and that is why it is not 
explicitly modelled. 

Yu and Mylopoulos [27] developed a descriptive 
model, The Actor Dependence Model, which is centered 
in the intentional relationships of the process actors in 
order to determine how they affect the decisions of an 
actor in the work of the others. [ 11 designed a capacities- 
centered integral software process model. This model 
considers and formalizes the capacities or behavioral 
competences of the software process actors. That is to say 
“who“ are carrying out the activities of each of the ISPM 
processes. 

This work has a double goal. On one hand, it 
describes the Capacities Centered Integral Software 
Process Model and its formalization. On the other hand, it 
presents the dynamic aspects of the modeling of the 
activities of the Project Initiation, Planning and 
Estimation Process of that model. 

The integral software process based in the capacities 
is described in section 2. In section 3 the CCISPM is 
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formalized by means of object orientation following the 
UML methodology. In section 4 using activity diagrams, 
the activities of Project Initiation, Planning and 
Estimation Process of the CCISPM are dynamically 
modeled. Lastly, in point 5 we state the conclusions. 

2. Capacities Centered Integral Software 
Process Model 

We name Capacities Centered Integral Software 
Process Model to the software process model that 
prescribes: a) the building of CS and KBS and of software 
integrating CS and KBS, and b) the capacities of those 
executing the defined role for each process. That is to say, 
the software process that represents “what is done” and 
“who is doing it”, useful to the SE and KE. 

The CCISPM represented in figure 1 [5] is made up 
by a subprocess that allows the selection of a software life 
cycle model that is set up as its axis and of other three 
subprocesses: one that manages it, other that models it 
and a third one assisting modelling. These subprocesses 
have been respectively named: Software Life Cycle 
Model Process, Project Management Processes, Software 
Modelling Processes and Integral Support Processes. 

The proposed model involves four characteristics: 
Activity: It defines the activities made by the 
actors in each subprocess to develop one product. 
Role: It describes a group of capacities and 
responsibilities necessary to achieve the 
activities of each subprocess. 
Product: It defines the products generated by the 
subprocess activities. 
Capacity: It defines the skill or personal attribute 
of a subject’s behaviour that can be defined as 
characteristic of his behaviour, and according to 
it, the activity oriented behaviour can be 
classified on a reliable and logical way. 

The CCISPM is decomposed, so as to have a clearer 
description, on what is done? and who’s who, the person 
doing it? The CCISPM subprocesses are described in the 
following sections considering these aspects. 

2.1. What is done? 

This aspect represents which products are being 
created, designed, managed, produced, delivered or 
assessed. In the rest of the work, due to extension, we 
shall center only in Project Initiation, Planning and 
Estimation Process. 

In table 1 the functions of this process of the 
CCISPM are described and we present their activities to 
be made in order to become the input documents in output 

documents. 

2.2. Who’s who, the person doing it? 

This aspect represents “who is the one” doing the 
“what”. It is characterized by abstract people achieving 
the different model activities with their associated 
capacities. These capacities are exclusively referred to the 
characteristics or skills of a person’s general behaviour in 
hidher role in the process, independently of other aspects 
such as the control of technological elements or specific 
knowledge. 

In table 2 are shown the capacities that people 
performing the specified process activities must have. The 
detailed capacities are compulsory for each process. This 
does not imply that the person might possess other 
desirable capacities. Those marked H show one level of 
high requirement of capacity and with an L a low 
requirement in relation with the M that shows a medium 
requirement. 

3. CCISPM Static Formalization 

In this section the CCISPM static structure is 
formalized using an object oriented approach following 
the UML methodology [21]. The techniques and guides 
used by this object oriented methodology allow to support 
the elements software process direct modelling and 
characteristics described in the previous section in a 
definite way. This allows obtaining an integral software 
process representation in a direct way and close to reality, 
through totally detailed methodological steps. 

Starting from the CCISPM textual specification, the 
relevant classes in the application domain are identified. 
The CCISPM class diagram is shown in figure 2. Due to 
simplicity only the name classes are allocated in figure 2. 
In figure 3 we specify the operations and capacities for 
Computing Engineer and Planning Engineer roles because 
of the importance it has in the dynamic formalization, 
which is presented in the following section. 
The classes Project Team, Project Documents, System 
Supplier and User are a part of another class, Project. The 
Project Teams are made up of a variable number of 
Computing Engineers. Each Computing Engineer can 
filfill one or more roles. In figure 2 this situation is 
shown using The Role Object Pattern presented by Fowler 
[12] where we find a main object having the roles it can 
play, as a set of role instancies, involving the State 
Pattern [13]. This representation allows a dynamic 
assignment because the instancies representing it can 
change in execution time. 

Thus, the formal model in figure 2 represents in an 
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integral form both the what and the who's who in the process in just one formalism, which allows to analyze in 
proposed software process. This model assures the an efficient way the relationships both on the technical 
modelling of all the influencing elements of the software and human part of the process. 

Description Input Documents Activities 

During the Project Initiation, Planning 
and Estimation Process the software life 

I 

- Software Quality Improve- 
ment Recommendations 

I I )  Establish the 
activities 
map for the 
se-lected soft- 
ware lifi cycle 
model 

2) Project 
resources 
allocation. 

environment 
definition 

4) Knowledge 
acquisition 
planning 

5) Project ma- 
nagement 
planning 

3) Project 

cycle is defined (appointing a 
responsible person for each activity) for 
the project and management plans esta- 
blished. Necessary resources are 
estimated and allocated so as to execute 
the different tasks of the project. 
Standards, methodologies and tools are 
identified and selected for the 
management and execution of it and, 
lastly, a plan is prepared and 
established for an adequate and correct 
implemen-tation including milestones 
and revisions. During this process 
information collection and requi-red 
knowledge are planned during the 
whole software life cycle star-ting from 
any necessary source to construct CS 
and KBS. 

output 
Documents 

- Software 
Project 
Management 
Plan 

- Retirement 
Plan 

- Information 
and Kno w- 
ledge Acqui- 
sition Plan 

- Software Qualityassuran-ce 

- Contractual Requirement 
- Selected Soffware Life Cycle 

-Need Report 
- Historical Project Records 
- Methodologies 
-Standards 
-Tools 
- Reusable Components 
- Witten Work 
- Contingencies Plan 
- nansition Plan 
- Recommended Solutions 
- Teamwork List 
- Knowledge Sources 

Plan 

Model 

Table 1. Description of the elements of the Project Initiation, Planning and Estimation Process 

4. Dynamic Formalization of the Initiation, 
Planning and Estimation Process 

The proposed model captures the system static side. 
A static model implicitally includes the behaviour 
management that constitutes the dynamic aspect of it. 
Role allocation in team making is one of the behaviour 
aspects which is implicit in the static model. Next we are 
going to focus in the formalization of the dynamic aspects 
of the CCISPM. This modelling is represented using a 
graphical notation called the activity diagram, where there 
are internal operations (rounded rectangles), external 
operations (rectangles), events and triggers. Inputs and 
outputs for an activity or task are represented with a 
dotted rectangle. 

Operations are processes that can be requested as a 
unit and can carry out the state change. Events define 
state changes that result from operations and invoke other 
operations via triggers. Control conditions ensure that a 
certain state exists before a certain operation has been 
triggered. A method is a process specification for an 
operation, which can be shown with an activity diagram 
thus making layer hierarchy. 

In figure 4 we represent the modeling of the Project 
Initiation, Planning and Estimation Process. In another 
breaking down level, more specific, figure 5 shows 
Project Resources Allocation, Project Environment 
Definition, and Project Management Planning processes. 
Lastly, in figure 6 is shown the breaking down of Role 
Allocation Process in Employee Incorporation, Employee 
Dismissal and Role Replacement Processes. 

5. Conclusions 

The obtained formal model favours the process users 
(engineer, manager, developer) direct communication and 
comprehension of the process in relation to the considered 
model aspects. Human resources constitute the least 
formalized factor in current software process models. Yet, 
it is obvious its importance: they present a non 
determining and subjective behaviour that influences in 
the production results of software which is basically an 
intellectual activity. Also the lack of specification in 
human resources makes that the process does not reflect 
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the real situation of software process of the modelized or- 
ganization, with the following risk that non-adequated 
processes to the capacity of these resources of the organi- 
zation are executed. The Capacities-Centered Integral 

Software Process Model is a solution to this situation. 
This work presents a first approach to automatization of 
the CCISPM. A hture work will go deeper analyzing how 
to incorporate intelligence to the system. 

ComDuting Engineer 
A v v  

NAME 
EXPERIENCE 

AVAILABILITY 
LENGTH OF TASKS 

STARTING DATE 
DECISION 

INDEPENDENCE 
STRESS TOLERANCE 

ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACH 
CUSTOMER ORIENTATION 

TEAM WORK-COOPERATION 
Task execution 

Planning Engineer 
JUDGEMENT 

ENVIRONMENT KNOWLEDGE 
RISK AVERSION 

NEGOTLATION CAPACITY (H) 
COLLABORATOR EVALUATION 

GROUP LEADERSHIP (H) 
PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION (H) 

Establish activities mat& (need report, contractual requirements, 
~dectedsoffware Iih cycle model) 
Lylocate project mourn (activities of chasen life cycle, teamwork 
&St) 
Define pmject environment (methodologies, historical pmjmt n?c- 
PI&, needrepH, toolsp standards, written mrkj 
Plan project management (information and knowledge acquisition 
dan, soffware quality impmvement recommendation, sofhcan 
quality assurance plan? need repH, contractual nquimment, mus- 
gble mmpnents, transition plan, mmmended solutions? contin- 
wncies plan1 

Figure 3. Attributes and operations of Computing and Planning Engineers Roles Classes 

Pr ject Initiation, Planning and Estimation Process 

Operation I : Establishes a 
correspondence between 
software process activities and 
those of the chosen life cycle. 
Operation I1 : Allocates 
persons to life cycle. 
Operation 111: Defines pro-ject 
environment. 
Operation IV: Plans infor- 
mation and knowledge 
acquisition. 
Operation V Plans project 
management. 

Figure 4. Activity Diagram for Project Initiation, Planning and Estimation Process 
Project Resources Allocation Process 
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j T e a m w o k  Operation I : Allocate person 
roles 
Operation I1 : Defines project 
life cycle 

L ........... L.$ .......... i 
................. 

................................................... 
j Albcated Respon-1 i L &  i 
.................................................. .................. 

' skle persons 

Project Environment Definition Process 
Operation I : Defines work 
methodology 
Operation I1 : Sets up 
knowledge sources. 
Operation 111: Determines 
standards to be used. 
Operation Iv: Defines tools to 
be used. 

3peration I : Estimates costs 
rind resources. 
3peration I1 : Makes project 
temporal planning 
3peration 111: Allocates 
resources to foreseen task 
md activities. 
3peration Iv: Elaborates 
project management 
3peration V Elaborates 
system retirement plan to be 
replaced by the new system 
3peration VI: Elaboration 
project management plan 

a.................,........ 

i Written W O &  f 
I ............ 1 ............ i - 

........ D e & e  Know - 
f_Methodobgied 1 1 1"7"...r"""""" Project Recoxdd 

.------.----I-- 

TY----" -- 

Figure 5. Activity Diagram for Project Resources Allocation, Project Environment Definition 
and Project Management Planning Processes 
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Operation I: Role Input 
Operation 11: Give abilities 
Operation 111: Calculate po- 
ssible roles 

roles that could fulfill the 
employee 
Operation V Input personal 
data (if role in list) 
Operation VI: Role alloca-tion 
Operation VII: Team alloca-tion 

Operation Iv: Listing possi-ble 

missal 
Operation 11: Role replace-ment 

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1  

: R o l e  L i s t i n g :  
f 

I - - - - - -  - - - - -  I ’ 
G ive f C a L u h 2  ‘~isting’ + H a b e $ - )  P O S S i b ~  *-) Possible 

mpu t 
R o l e  

i 

(Put 
Personal 

Data 

I 

Role ReDlacement Process 
Operation I: Get list of po- 
ssible candidates within then 
organization to fulfill a role 
Operation 11: Choose an 
employee of the obtained list (if 
there is no em-ployee that can 
fulfill that role we call the 
process to incorporate a new 
employee) 
Operation 111: Allocate the 
employee a new role 
Operation Iv: Allocate the 
employee to a team 

Pbtamed Lis% Choose a 

O b e m  
L i s t  

I 
Figure 6. Activity Diagram for Role Allocation Process 
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